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The best outcome is simple to define: 

maximum delivery, maximum funding 
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To maximise delivery you need to: 
– Understand the full scope for ECO funding across CERO, CSCO and HHCRO 

– Leverage all other sources of funding available 

– Identify any opportunities in your planned maintenance/major works schedule 

– Get moving! The timeline is tight, especially for any EWI/major heating works 

To maximise funding you need to: 
– Approach ALL the funders (and ECO brokerage), not just one supplier 

– Demand full visibility and transparency of the offer 

– Not assume that because it’s free it’s good value for money 

– Where possible, separate funding from delivery - opens the field and gives transparency 

Getting the balance right between doing a proper, rigorous assessment of ECO potential but not 
over-complicating it is key. With the right expertise, this can be done quickly. 

Maximising the funding is vital – it helps you to get a higher proportion of the works funded through 
ECO and get a higher leverage on any “self funding” you have available. 
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Wide variation in ECO funding levels – 

you need to shop around 
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The wide range of funding offers being made by energy companies means that you need to 
approach ALL possible funding providers 

Price range offered 
by energy suppliers 
in recent AgilityEco 
tender on behalf of 

a London RSL 
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BEFORE CONTRACT 
Accurate assessment of which 
properties can receive exactly 
what measures (non-intrusive 
field survey required – don’t 
rely on stock lists) 

Good quality estimate of how 
much carbon 

Choose contracting strategy 
(fund/fund & deliver, risk 
allocation, fees, carbon 
upside) 

Treat ECO maximisation like a project, 

actively managed through its lifecycle 
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EXECUTION 
Run tender process (apples vs. 
apples) 

Reflect ECO needs (PAS 2030, 
product specs etc.) 

Audit trail to show ‘best value’ 

Understand your requirements for 
compliance/reporting 

Fully understand contact terms 
including termination rights, 
replacement of measures, events 
of default, etc. 

DELIVERY 
Actively manage contract  
against both ECO component 
(funding) and works (delivery) 

Formal contract administration 
on complex projects is essential  

Continually assess carbon 
generated from measures 

Beware compliance – ECO 
requirements are very detailed, 
specific and rigid 
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Some lessons learned…. 
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Beware of over-inflated claims of ECO funding potential 
– Assessment of funding potential should be based on proper analysis of housing 

stock 

– Commitments on spend, measures installed etc. need to be properly documented 

ECO lead generation is difficult 
– Public sector struggling to provide ECO leads –  data protection constraints 

– What other tools can be used – collective switching?  

– The more data you provide, the better the outcome 

Think through and legally agree the risk allocation 
– Beware the small print – what are your obligations under your ECO contract? 

– What is your obligation to provide a certain number of ECO jobs – and what is the 
consequence if you don’t? 

– Who has what responsibilities/risks in relation to compliance? 

Ad-hoc vs. area-wide contracts 
– More holistic approach => better value for money and maximum delivery 
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